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Name:  __________________ 
please print your name clearly 

 

EE 102-01 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade) 
Do not use back side for answers.  Back side of this test will not be graded except the last page.  Attach 
more pages if necessary.  Second midterm grade will be calculated as described in course policy. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Problem 1 (20pts.) 
Please provide the output for the following program. Not all of the “blank” lines need to be used. 
#include <iostream> 
#include <iomanip> 
using namespace std; 
int main () { 
 
    int i, j, n=4; 
    for (i=1; i<=n; i++) { 
        for (j=0; j<=n; j++) { 
            cout << setw(3) << i*j; 
            if (j==i) break; 
        } 
        cout << endl; 
    } 
    return(0); 
} 

/* Output: 
Note: ___ corresponds to number 
      not every ___ needs to be filled 
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
 
*/ 

Problem 2 (20pts.) 
Write contents of a function that for the given odd integer n>=3 calculates and then returns the floating point sum 

according to the following formula:
n
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++++++= . (This is textbook program 4.24 on page 133.)

double summing_a_series ( int n ) { 
 
    __________ sum; 
 
    sum = __________ ; 
 
 
 
 
 
    for ( __________ ; __________ ; __________ ) { 
 
 
 
 
 
        sum = sum + ________________________________________ 
    } 
 
    return( __________ ); 
}
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Problem 3 (20pts.) 
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program. Note that some variables are passed by 

reference and some by value. Each mistake costs 2 points. Every blank corresponds to number printed by the program. 

#include <iostream> 
using namespace std; 
 
void C (int &x) { 
    cout<<x<<endl;  
    x=31; 
    int y=32; 
} 
 
 
void B (int x) { 
    cout<<x<<endl; 
    x=21; 
    int y=22; 
    C(x); 
    C(y); 
} 
 
void A (int &x) { 
    cout<<x<<endl; 
    x=11; 
    int y=12; 
    C(x); 
    B(x); 
} 
 
int main() { 
    int x=41, y=42; 
    A(y); 
    B(x); 
    cout<<x<<"\t"<<y<<endl; 
    return(0); 
} 
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS: 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___ 
 
      ___     ___ 
 
*/ 
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Problem 4 (20pts.) 
Please answer the following questions. Each question contributes equally to the points. 
 
4.1. If we pass variable by value to a function and alter it inside the function then is the original variable altered too? 

yes / no 
 
4.2. If we pass variable by reference to a function and alter it inside the function then is the original variable altered too? 

yes / no 
 
4.3. Can we pass some variables by reference and some other variables by value to the same function?  

yes / no 
 
4.4. Can we return more than one variable from by using return statement inside of a function?  

yes / no 
 
4.5. Can we return information from a function by means of passing variables by value?  

yes / no 
 
4.6. If we declare an array of seven integers what is the number in bracket in the array declaration?  

[ _____ ] 
 
4.7. If we declare an array of seven integers what is the minimum array index (for the first element)?  

[ _____ ] 
 
4.8. If we declare an array of seven integers what is the maximum array index (for the last element)?  

 [ _____ ] 
 
4.9. If we declare an array of seven integers and then use array[10] will compiler catch that error at the compile time?  

yes / no 
 
4.10. Can we declare and use a four dimensional array inside a C/C++ program?  

yes / no 

Problem 5 (20pts.) 
Write a program that declares an array that can hold up to exactly 22 integer numbers. Ask the user for number 

5<=n<=22. . If the number is from outside the range then keep on asking again. Initialize the first n elements of the 

array to 1, 2, 3, … n.  Use the back of the last page of this exam if you run out of space below. 

 


